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Despite offering a high-end, sought-after
product, Noyes sought to differentiate itself as a
smart home builder. 

Having faced a series of thefts and unauthorized
access, the firm also needed a solution to better
manage security across its model homes,
existing, new, and under-construction properties.

With the added challenges of the COVID-19
pandemic, Noyes required a system to better
manage self-guided tours and ongoing
subcontractor and realtor access to its
properties.

Noyes' ultimate goal was to find a partner to help
provide white-glove service for security and
home automation products. 

Enter: BomaShield Security.

CHALLENGE

Noyes Development Co (Noyes) is a local builder
in Portland, Oregon, specializing in building high-
quality, elegant, and innovative homes with a
strong sustainability focus. In 2012, they became
one of only a handful of sizeable builders in the
U.S. to guarantee that all of their homes would
receive Earth Advantage Platinum certification
— the highest level offered. 

What sets Noyes apart is its dedication to
meeting and exceeding the standards for energy
efficiency, indoor air quality, and water
conservation set forth by Earth Advantage. As a
result, their homes are not only more sustainable
and environmentally friendly but also healthier
and more comfortable for residents. 
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SOLUTION

Centralized Dashboard

We set up an enterprise dashboard website and
mobile app for Noyes that allows them to remotely
control and manage access to all of their properties
from one centralized location.

Alarm.com Integrated Video

With Alarm.com's award-winning platform, we were
able to integrate camera footage from Noyes'
properties so that they could monitor activity in real-
time and offer customized smart-home packages for
their homes.

Smart Home Security Package

We installed a smart home package in each home: an IQ4 panel, recessed door sensors, motion sensors, a smart
door lock, and have the ability to integrate video doorbells, light switches and garage door openers when home
buyers take possession.

Code-based Smart Locks

We set up code-based smart locks for each Noyes property, allowing them to grant and revoke access as needed.

Mobile App Management

We provided a mobile app for Noyes homebuyers to remotely control and manage security systems, door locks,
cameras, garage doors, light switches, water control systems, and speakers, all from one easy-to-use app.

RESULTS

Real-time Visibility & Management

With BomaShield's quick and effective solution, Noyes now has real-time visibility and control of its properties,
increasing security and peace of mind.
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Building on the initial success, Noyes plans to roll out BomaShield's
solution to all future homes and upgrade equipment as new smart home
technology becomes available.

Remote Access

Noyes can remotely manage employee, subcontractor, realtor, and prospective homebuyer access to
properties, allowing them to provide remote access in advance or at the time of self-guided tours.

Reduced Theft

Since implementing BomaShield's security solutions, Noyes has seen a
significant reduction in theft and other issues across its properties.

Competitive Advantage

By offering a comprehensive smart home solution with white-glove
service, Noyes takes care of its buyers, creating a significant
competitive advantage over local builders.

We proudly feature
BomaShield security &
smart home systems in
all of our homes.

Justin Wolverton
Quality Assurance Manager, Noyes
Development Co


